
  

 

PREVENT INCIDENTS WITH SIMPLE UP® 

BETTER FOR EMPLOYEES, SAFER FOR PATIENTS, IMPROVE QUALITY

Low step up
Height adjustable
Stable platform
Multiple robust hand rails
Strong safety bellows
Easy to position
Wheel locking system
Max. lift 200 kg
Simple operation
Maintenance free motors

The Simple Up allows you to lift your patient without steps. The machine easily raises the patient safely to the 
best height for medical applications, like x-raying lower limbs. With a very low step height, it helps to prevent 
patient falls. The Simple Up is ideal for patients who have restricted movements, as it ensures flexible 
positioning and impoves ergonomics for staff. 

Easy step up Sufficient space and robust       Ease of work Thorax whilst sitting
           hand rails

SIMPLE UP - PATIENT TRANSFER AID
SPECIFICATIONS

Simple Up allows you to lift your patient easily  
and safely to complete all kinds of x-rays of the 
lower limbs or even transfer them to examination 
tables, beds, etc. It is a very friendly aid, not just  
for the patient but also for the operator. Users 
and staff work in a more comfortable posture, 
which makes them less vulnerable to injuries or 
strains. Work safe and efficient.



 

STEP UP AND DOWN WHEN 
GREEN SAFETY LIGHT IS LIT

Do away with steps and stools. Simple Up is a platform 
that shows you a green light when it has locked its 
wheels. You will prudently lift the patient by pressing 
one key. The patient is holding the hand rails and feels 
safe with the robust and reassuring design. After the 
X-ray's are captured, press the down key until the 
green light is lit again. The patient can now step down 
safely and exit the platform.

IS THIS WHAT YOU ARE USING 
CURRENTLY? ANALYSE THE 
DIFFERENCES WHEN USING 

THE SIMPLE UP! 

Dimensions often very small 130x520x112 cm

Step or stool Simple Up*

 n.a. 60 cm + step height

 n.a.

 

Lifting height

kg

Lift system  24V

Mobility pick up and move 4 ball bearing castors

Operation pick up and drop 2 keys or remote control

Max. lifting weight n.a. 200 

Weight <10 kg approx. 90 kg

Standing surface slippery anti-slip-mat and hand rails

Shielding none high quality harmonica bellows
 

Net standing surface minimal 74x47 cm

Step height 20+ cm 13 cm

Battery performance n.a. 40 max. moves up and down
  (standard battery)

* Subject to change


